SET VERSE - TO BE MEMORISED

Set Verse will be available from the Secretary, Speech teachers and School Teachers.

1. 6 years and under – Poem A or B
   Louise Collard Memorial Trophy
   (A) **“Mice”** by Rose Fyleman from ‘Golden Apples’ Pan Books
   (B) Any Nursery Rhyme of OWN CHOICE (individual competitors to supply a copy).

2. 7 years
   Mrs K. Breeze Trophy
   **“The Painting Lesson”** by Trevor Harvey from ‘The Usborne Book of Children’s Poems’

3. 8 years
   Mrs Rhana Maher Trophy
   **“Eisteddfod Blues”** by Leslie Fleming (unpublished)

4. 9 years
   Mr & Mrs G. Turner Trophy
   **“Witch Goes Shopping”** by Lilian Moore from ‘Shadow Dance’ Puffin Books

5. 10 years
   Mr Paul Loane Trophy
   **“Tide Talk”** by Max Fatchen from ‘A Paddock of Poems Omnibus’ Puffin Book

6. 11 years
   Giles Family Trophy
   **“The Word Party”** by Richard Edwards from ‘The Ring of Words’ Faber & Faber Ltd

7. 12 years
   Biloela Veterinary Clinic Trophy
   **“Miller’s End”** by Charles Causley from ‘Poetry Then & Now’ Heinemann

8. 13 years
   **“Cold Feet”** by Brian Lee from ‘The Ring of Words’ Faber & Faber Ltd

9. 15 years and under
   **“Dead Swagman”** by Nancy Cato from ‘Enjoying More Poetry’ Sadler & Hayllar

10. 18 years and under
    **“Remember”** by Christina Rossetti from ‘For Weddings and a Funeral’ MACMILLAN
11. Open
   "Sonnet 116" by William Shakespeare

**LYRIC POEM – TO BE MEMORISED**
The Poet aims to express a feeling or image rather than telling a story.

12. 11 years and under – Own choice
    Mr & Mrs R. Robins Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 12 – 14

13. 13 years and under - Own Choice
    Mr & Mrs R. Robins Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 12 – 14

14. 15 years and under - Own Choice
    Mr & Mrs R. Robins Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 12 – 14

15. Open - Own Choice
    *Collard Family Trophy*

**GROUP SPEAKING - TO BE MEMORISED**
The Group Speaking Set Poems may involve use of single voices, small groups, movement, sound effects, props and, costumes if desired. The Own Choice Poem must contrast in style and presentation to the Set Piece.

16. **Lower Primary Schools Grades Prep – Year 2** - Poem A and B (both pieces contrast in style and presentation) OR Poem A or B and C - Own Choice must contrast in style and presentation to either of the two (2) set pieces
    Biloela Veterinary Clinic Perpetual Trophy
    (A) "Teeny Tiny Ghost" by Lilian Moore from ‘That Spells Magic ‘A Young Puffin
    (B) “Answer Me” by Max Fatchen from ‘Tea For Three’ Moondrake Australia
    (C) Own Choice

17. **Middle Primary Schools Grades 3 – 5** - Poems A and B (Both pieces contrast in style and presentation) OR Poem A or B and C – Own Choice must contrast in style and presentation to either of the two (2) Set Pieces.
    Jeff & Amanda Rose Perpetual Trophy
    (A) “I’m A Train” by Annette Kosseris from ‘Giggles & Woes & Anything Goes’ Kindamindi Publishing
    (B) “Supply Teacher” by Allan Ahlberg from ‘Please Mrs Butler’ Puffin Books
    (C) Own Choice
18. **Upper Primary Schools Grades 6 – 7** - Poems A and B (Both pieces contrast in style and presentation) OR Poem A or B and C – Own Choice must contrast in style and presentation to either of the two (2) Set Pieces. Biloela Eisteddfod Society Perpetual Trophy

   (A) “Dad and the Cat and the Tree” by Kit Wright from ‘Rabbiting On and Other Poems’ Fontana Young Lions

   (B) Cat! by Eleanor Farjeon from ‘Oxford Book of Poetry for Children’ Oxford University Press.

   (C) Own Choice

19. **Open Group Speaking** – Poem A or B and C. Own Choice must contrast in style and presentation to the set piece.

   (A) “The Choir That Cannot Sing” by Kylie-Maree Weston-Scheuber – self-published

   (B) “Bird in the Classroom” by Colin Thiele from ‘Over my Shoulder’ Rigby Limited

   (C) Own Choice

**SET BIBLE READING – TO BE READ (NOT MEMORISED)**
Selected from the Good News Bible or Revised Standard Version - Copies are available. Use of the lectern is optional.

   20. 9 years and under – **Genesis** – 7 Verses 1-5  
       Mr & Mrs Jeff Rose Trophy

   21. 11 years and under – **Exodus** – 17 Verses 3-7  
       Mr & Mrs Jeff Rose Trophy

   22. 13 years and under – **Luke** – 1 Verses 5-13  
       Mr & Mrs Jeff Rose Trophy

   23. 15 years and under – **Jonah** – 2 Verses 1-10  
       Mr & Mrs Jeff Rose Trophy

   24. 18 years and under – **Ecclesiastes** – 3 Verses 1-13  
       Grace Books and Gifts Trophy

   25. Open - **Mark** – 16 Verses 1-15  
       Grace Books and Gifts Trophy
IMPROMPTU READING

26. 9 years and under  
Mrs Amanda Rose Trophy

27. 11 years and under  
Mrs Shirley Paltridge Memorial Trophy

28. 13 years and under  
George & Laurel Rowe Trophy

29. 15 years and under

30. Open

HUMOROUS VERSE (TO BE MEMORISED)

31. 7 years and under - Own Choice  
Mrs Annette Chalk Trophy

32. 9 years and under - Own Choice  
Mr & Mrs Jeff Rose Trophy

33. 11 years and under - Own Choice  
Mr & Mrs Jeff Rose Trophy

34. 13 years and under - Own Choice  
Witham Family Trophy

35. 15 years and under - Own Choice  
Mrs M. Cowan Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 35 – 36

36. Open - Own Choice  
Mrs M. Cowan Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 35 – 36

NARRATIVE VERSE (NOT HUMOROUS) - Max 3 min – TO BE MEMORISED

37. 9 years and under - Own Choice

38. 11 years and under - Own Choice

39. 13 years and under - Own Choice

40. 15 years and under - Own Choice  
Hayleigh Warry Trophy

41. Open - Own Choice
Warry Family Trophy
POEM BY A 20th/21st CENTURY AUSTRALIAN POET

42. Primary
   Warry Family Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 42-43

43. Secondary
   Warry Family Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 42-43

44. Open
   Warry Family Trophy

PERFORMANCE POETRY – Own Choice
Performance poetry is different to group speaking. Where in group speaking the overall effect is gained by the larger number of voices, in performance poetry the emphasis is on the “performance” of the poem and the use of physical as well as vocal performance by a much smaller number of actors (2 to 4).

45. Primary
   Mrs Beth Proven Memorial Award - Highest Points - Sections 45 - 47

46. Secondary
   Mrs Beth Proven Memorial Award - Highest Points - Sections 45 - 47

47. Open
   Mrs Beth Proven Memorial Award - Highest Points - Sections 45 - 47

MEMORISED PROSE
WORD LIMITS MUST BE ADHERED TO OR PENALTIES WILL APPLY

48. 9 years and under - Own Choice - 100 words max
    Mrs Amanda Rose Trophy

49. 11 years and under - Own Choice - 150 words max
    Mr Tom Chalk Trophy

50. 13 years and under - Own Choice - 200 words max

51. 15 years and under - Own Choice 200 words max

52. 18 years and under - Own Choice 200 words max

53. Open - Own Choice - 250 words max

PROSE READING
WORD LIMITS MUST BE ADHERED TO OR PENALTIES WILL APPLY

54. 9 years and under - Own Choice - 150 words max
    Kirwan Family Trophy

55. 11 years and under - Own Choice - 200 words max
    CQ Autoglass Trophy
56. 13 years and under - Own Choice - 200 words max
  Tom & Annette Chalk Trophy

57. 15 years and under - Own Choice - 250 words max
  Simms Family Trophy

58. Open - Own choice - 250 words max

**CHARACTER DRAMA (IN COSTUME)**
Can be an adaptation from Prose or a Poem or original material.
Minimal use of Props.

59. 7 years - 2 min max
  Casey Family Trophy

60. 8 years - 2 min max
  Casey Family Trophy

61. 9 years - 2 min max
  Mr Tom Chalk Trophy

62. 10 years - 2 min max
  Mr Steve Wilson Trophy

63. 11 years - 3 min max
  Mrs M. Brown Memorial Trophy

64. 12 years - 3 min max
  Casey Family Trophy

65. 13 years - 3 min max
  Austin Family Trophy

66. 15 years and under - 3 min max
  Warry Family Trophy

67. 18 years and under - 3 min max

68. Open - 3 min max

**SCRIPTED SOLO DRAMA FROM A PLAY (IN COSTUME)**

69. 9 years and under - 2 min max
  Collard Family Trophy

70. 11 years and under - 2 min max
  Collard Family Trophy

71. 13 years and under - 3 min max
  Collard Family Trophy
72. 15 years and under - 3 min max  
Collard Family Trophy

73. 18 years and under - 3 min max

74. Open - 5 min max  
George & Laurel Rowe Trophy

**CLASSICAL DRAMA**

75. 15 years and under - Own Choice  
Collard Family Trophy

76. Open - Own Choice - 5 min max  
Collard Family Trophy

**DUOLOGUE (IN COSTUME)**

77. 9 years and under - Own Choice  
Mrs Annette Chalk Trophy – Highest Points - Sections 77 - 78

78. 11 years and under - 3 min max  
Mrs Annette Chalk Trophy – Highest Points - Sections 77 - 78

79. 13 years and under - 5 min max  
Austin Family Trophy

80. 15 years and under - 5 min max  
Simms Family Trophy

81. Open - 5 min max  
Austin Family Trophy

**GROUP DRAMA (THREE OR MORE CHARACTERS IN COSTUME)**  
*An off-stage prompt may be used*

82. Primary School - Own Choice - 6 min max  
Biloela Eisteddfod Society Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 82-83

83. Secondary School - Own Choice - 8 min max  
Biloela Eisteddfod Society Trophy - Highest Points - Sections 82-83

**MIME**  
*Stage Blacks to be worn - quiet shoes - a chair may be used*

84. 7 years and under - 2 min max - 1 hand held prop only  
Austin Family Trophy

85. 9 years and under - 2 min max - **NO** props  
Robins Family Trophy
86. 11 years and under - 2 min max - **NO** props
Fraser Family Trophy

87. 13 years and under - 3 min max - **NO** props
Fraser Family Trophy

88. 15 years and under - 3 min max - **NO** props

89. **Open** - 5 min max - **NO** props

**SOLO IMPROVISATION (MIME AND DIALOGUE)**
Students will improvise on a topic given by the Adjudicator. A warning bell will be rung when 30 seconds of Performance time remains. A final bell will sound twice as the time elapses. Adjudication will cease with the final bell. Preparation time will equal performance time.

90. 9 years and under - 1 min max
Donohoe Family Trophy

91. 11 years and under - 1 min max
Warry Family Trophy

92. 13 years and under - 2 min max
Donohoe Family Trophy

93. 15 years and under - 2 min max
Donohoe Family Trophy

94. **Open** - 2 min max

**GROUP IMPROVISATION (MIME AND DIALOGUE) - 3 or more Competitors**

95. **Primary School** - 2 min max
Warry Family Perpetual Trophy

96. **Secondary School** - 3 min max

**PREPARED STORY TELLING - TO BE MEMORISED**
Original or Adaptation. Props may be used.

97. 9 years and under - 2 min max
Donohoe Family Trophy

98. 11 years and under - 2 min max
Donohoe Family Trophy

99. 13 years and under - 2 min max
Donohoe Family Trophy

100. 15 years and under - 2 min max

101. **Open** - 3 min max
PREPARED SPEECH - Lectern optional

102. 13 years and under - 3 min max
      Warry Family Trophy

103. 15 years and under - 3 min max
      Warry Family Trophy

104. Open - 5 min max
      Pearce Family Trophy

IMPROMPTU SPEAKING

105. 15 years and under - 1 min max

106. Open - 2 min max

IMPROMPTU STORY TELLING

107. 11 years and under - 2 min max
      Hannah Rodda Trophy

108. 13 years and under - 2 min max
      George & Laurel Rowe Trophy

109. 15 years and under - 2 min max
      George & Laurel Rowe Trophy

110. Open - 3 min max

BARD AWARD
Reading or recitation of verse written by competitor only! Piece to be handed in at same time as ‘Own Choice Pieces.

111. Lower Primary School - Grades 1-4
      Warry Family Trophy

112. Upper Primary School - Grades 5-7
      Casey Family Trophy

113. Secondary School
      Simms Family Trophy
PERFORMERS WITH A DISABILITY

SOLO - Own Choice

712. Primary School
713. Secondary School
714. Open

DUO, TRIO, GROUPS (4 or more competitors) - Own Choice

715. Primary School
716. Secondary School
717. Open